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International efforts to provide global public goods often face the
challenges of coordinating national contributions and distributing
costs equitably in the face of uncertainty, inequality, and free-
riding incentives. In an experimental setting, we distribute endow-
ments unequally among a group of people who can reach a fixed
target sum through successive money contributions, knowing that
if they fail, they will lose all their remaining money with 50%
probability. In some treatments, we give players the option to
communicate intended contributions. We find that inequality
reduces the prospects of reaching the target but that communica-
tion increases success dramatically. Successful groups tend to
eliminate inequality over the course of the game, with rich players
signaling willingness to redistribute early on. Our results suggest
that coordination-promoting institutions and early redistribution
from richer to poorer nations are both decisive for the avoidance
of global calamities, such as disruptive climate change.

threshold public good | climate burden | experimental economics |
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Preserving the global climate commons is one of the biggest
collective action problems humanity has ever faced (1); evi-

dence suggests that we have already exceeded the planet’s “safe
operating space” in the climate system (2). Containing the rise in
global mean temperature is a global public good, wherein the
benefits of efforts to reduce emissions are shared by all, irre-
spective of individual contributions. Such disconnect between
individual and collective interest is a prime cause of public goods
underprovision (3–7). Although public goods experiments under
controlled conditions oversimplify the complexity of interna-
tional climate action (8), they nonetheless shed light on the
relative importance of factors that affect its success (9). Standard
public good games are concerned with the creation of a collec-
tive gain (10–15). Climate change, however, is about avoiding an
uncertain public bad. This has been framed as a “collective-risk
social dilemma,” a threshold public good game of loss avoidance
played with sequential contributions to a fund aimed at avoiding
a probabilistic loss arising if the target is missed (16, 17). By
capturing catastrophic climate change, this game has shed new
light on the issue. It lacks, however, important features that may
be determinant for the findings: inequality between participants
and the opportunity to communicate with one another.
International progress in reducing CO2 emissions has been re-

markably slow, not least because of free-riding incentives, as partly
capturedby the threshold public goods gameof loss avoidance (16).
The challenge of this game, however, is coordination. Players are
best off when synchronizing contributions in the face of multiple
equilibria (3, 18).Thegame therefore calls for communication.The
latest climate agreements negotiated in Copenhagen and Cancun
introduced a pledge and review system of voluntary emission re-
duction commitments for 2020 (19). Can such a simplemechanism
of communicating intentions be effective to enhance coordination?
Optimism from reaching a global agreement following Cancun

is shadowed by concerns over implementation and particularly

whether richer nations will go far enough in financing abatement
and adaptation for poorer nations (20). Equity concerns over
the distribution of emission cuts and associated costs are at the
heart of the sustainability of international climate change action
(21, 22). Inequality has been studied extensively in the context of
collective action problems. The presence of inequality is often
found to complicate cooperation (23–25), although communica-
tion between users tends to improve the likelihood of cooperation
(26, 27). Different patterns of interaction are observed depending
on the type and cause of inequality and on the type of resource at
stake (28). Given these findings, we examine how inequality and
potential differences in equity concerns between rich and poor
affect their ability to coordinate efforts, and how this is mediated
through communication of contribution intentions.
An essential feature of the global climate change game is that

inequality in endowments is mirrored by inequality in past ap-
propriation of the climate commons; roughly speaking, the richer
a nation is, the more “carbon space” it has used in the atmosphere
attributable to past greenhouse gas emissions (29, 30). We test
its implications in the laboratory, with 240 students randomly
assigned to groups of 6. Specifically, we assess the effects of inher-
ited inequality in wealth and appropriation on coordination suc-
cess in reaching a safety target, and how this is mediated through
communication of contribution intentions. As in the study by
Milinski et al. (16), each player was endowed with V40 that could
be invested in climate protection. Players could choose between an
investment of V0, V2, or V4 per round. The target was to invest
V120 collectively by the 10th and final round so as to avoid sim-
ulated dangerous climate change and to secure what was left in the
private account. Groups that failed to invest at least V120 lost all
their savings with a 50% probability. Players did not know the
identity of their team’s members; after each round, they were in-
formed about the others’ contributions, the aggregate group con-
tribution in that round, and the cumulative past contribution of
each player and of the group as a whole (Materials and Methods).
To capture the idea of inheritance of past wealth and debt, we

started the game with three inactive rounds in which players had
no freedom to choose because contributions were determined by
the computer. In the control treatment (“Base”), the computer
allocated symmetrically to all players V2 per round. In the “Base-
Unequal” treatment, the computer allocated asymmetrically to
half of the group V4 per round and to the other half V0 per
round. “Rich” players hence entered round 4 with V40, and
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“poor” players entered round 4 with V28. Irrespective of the
treatment, for the sake of comparability, all groups started the
active phase with V36 in the climate account. In two treatments,
players were given the option to announce what they planned to
invest during the game: one time at the end of the three inactive
rounds and again at the end of round 7. Subjects knew that
pledges were nonbinding. The “Pledge” treatment introduced the
pledges to the symmetrical case, whereas the “Pledge-Unequal”
treatment implemented the pledges in the asymmetrical case.
The multiplicity of equilibria in the game makes classification

virtually impossible. The game is a modified n-person stochastic

threshold public goods game, with a total of 10 rounds, of which
only 7 allow freedom of choice over the three possible actions.
Both contributing nothing and contributing V2 in each round are
(symmetrical) pure strategy Nash equilibria, because unilateral
deviations are nonprofitable (31) (Table 1). Depending on the
round and the path that led to it, a contribution of V4, bringing
the individual investment above V20, may still be optimal if
successful in guaranteeing that past investments are not wasted.
Conversely, if at a certain stage, the target becomes out of reach
because of insufficient members’ contributions, one’s best re-
sponse is to stop contributing and play the odds.
In the symmetrical treatments, each group trajectory leading

to a cumulative contribution of V120, irrespective of individual
contributions provided that each subject invests at most V22
overall, is a Nash equilibrium. This is the case because the latter
investment translates into a payoff of V18, which is above the
V17 that is expected when all players choose not to contribute to
the public good (Table 1, second column). Therefore, individuals
can maximize the payoff of the game by choosing the inter-
mediate level of contribution, invest a further V14 over rounds 4–
10, and secure the V20.
In the asymmetrical treatments, as a result of the different

disposable endowments of rich and poor players, the former gain
the most when the climate is protected with equal burden sharing
in the active rounds (V26, resulting from an investment of V14).
Relative to the no-contribution equilibrium, it is more appealing
because the rich will be at least as well off when investing V20 at
most. The poor, on the other hand, do not stand to gain from the
equal burden-sharing equilibrium in the active rounds, assuming
risk neutrality. Given the early round contributions of V12, only

Table 1. End payoffs (and corresponding climate account values
for the group in parenthesis) arising if the three pure strategies
were adopted by all players for the seven active rounds

Treatment V0 per round V2 per round V4 per round

Symmetrical (36) (120) (204)
wall = V34 17* 20 6

Asymmetrical (36) (120) (204)
wrich = V40 20* 26 12
wpoor = V28 14* 14 0

In the symmetrical treatments (Base and Pledge), all group members begin
active play having contributed V6 in the previous three rounds, leaving them
with a disposable endowment, wall = V34; in the asymmetrical treatments
(Base-Unequal and Pledge-Unequal), three rich players have no prior contri-
butions and the three poor players have prior contributions of V12, leaving
them with wrich = V40 and wpoor = V28, respectively.
*Expected values based on the 50% probability of account loss when the
target sum of V120 is not reached.

Fig. 1. Success rate in avoiding dangerous climate change. The lower two treatments are symmetrical, and the upper two are asymmetrical. The blue sections
of the bars indicate the % of successful groups, whereas the gray sections indicate the corresponding failures (with red contours for the treatments with
communication). (Insets) For both group classes, the average investments (inclusive of the V36 collected in the first three rounds) and SDs are shown. Only in
Pledge was the outcome somewhat close to the rational prediction of all groups reaching the target (n = 10; P = 0.082, binomial test). Further analyses are
available in SI Text.
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by investing less than V14 in the active rounds (with the group
still reaching the threshold) can these players have a higher ex-
pectation than by not investing in the public good.
The game design allows for such redistribution. The rich have

a surplus of V12 in the V2 per active round equilibrium relative
to the poor and can, in principle, forego part or all of it by
investing more and allowing the poor to decrease their in-
vestment correspondingly. An average of V3 per round for the
rich and V1 per round for the poor almost equalizes con-
tributions (and expected payoffs) among the players. With full
redistribution, rich and poor have a final payoff of V20, which,
for the rich, is still rational in the sense of not being welfare
diminishing relative to not contributing anything.
Lastly, note that a threshold public goods game like this one

[and that byMilinski et al. (16)] differs from the majority of games
used to investigate the climate change cooperation problem (32).
In particular, the problem of enforcement is facilitated by the
“disastrous” consequences of contributing less than V120, which
therefore becomes a focal contribution level. The traditional
formulation, in contrast, does not include catastrophic climate
change but only gradual effects (mostly assuming linear benefits
and nonlinear costs). The introduction of the catastrophe makes
these curves discontinuous.

Results
Results show that inequality makes success harder but that the
Pledge treatment option increases success dramatically (Fig. 1).
Both Pledge treatments were well above the corresponding ones
without pledges. Income inequality reduced the prospects of
success: 5 of 10 groups succeeded in the Base treatment vs. 2 of
10 in the Base-Unequal treatment. In the latter, investment by
the failing groups was V15 higher [n = 13; P = 0.039, two-sided
Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon (MWW) test], indicating that in-
equality also led to poorer coordination on the nonprovision

outcome. The Pledge treatment option had more effect under
conditions of inequality: Success rates tripled from 2 of 10 in the
Base-Unequal treatment to 6 of 10 in the Pledge-Unequal treat-
ment (n = 20; P = 0.085, one-sided Fisher’s exact test). The
latter success rate (6 of 10) is not significantly different from
the 7 of 10 achieved by participants of the symmetrical Pledge
treatment (P = 0.500), indicating that inequality is a less serious
threat once a better coordination mechanism is introduced. This
positive effect of communication is remarkable, given the fact
that the incentives to coordinate toward a high contribution
level are relatively weak. Going for the V2 per round strategy
provides only moderate benefits compared with zero contribu-
tion, and, unlike the latter, it requires the cooperation of the
remaining group members.
Although nonbinding, players respected pledges. Following

the second pledge, average cumulative contributions in rounds
8–10 were V31.8 and V30 in Pledge-Unequal and Pledge, respec-
tively, and the stated amounts were V32.6 and V29.6. The closer
the pledges were to actual contributions, the higher was the prob-
ability of group success. As the difference between cumulative
contributions and pledged amounts increases, the probability of a
player being in a successful group decreases significantly (Fig. 2).
Successful groups were strikingly effective in eliminating the

inherited inequality. In the two unequal treatments, the difference
in contributions between rich and poor players belonging to suc-
cessful groups is not significant (Fig. 3A; n = 16; P = 0.820, two-
sided MWW test). Even in the absence of communication, partic-
ipants of successful groups tacitly coordinated on an equalizing
redistribution that offset the original endowment asymmetry.
Conversely, the difference in contributions between rich and poor
is significant in failing groups (V12.83 by the rich and V18.17 by
the poor, n = 24; P = 0.014), indicating that such redistribution
did not take place (Fig. 3B).

Fig. 2. Departure from announced contributions and its link to success. The probability that a player belongs to a successful group decreases with the
contribution-pledge gap, i.e., with the differences between cumulative contributions and the corresponding amounts pledged both early (rounds 4–10,
Probit; P = 0.002) and later (rounds 8–10, Probit; P = 0.032) in the game. All regressions have group-cluster robust SEs to take into account outcome in-
terdependence among participants; regression tables and marginal effects interpretation are provided in SI Text. (A and B) Link between success and ad-
herence to the initial pledge is visually confirmed. For the groups that provided the public good (A), the contribution-pledge gap is tighter than for the
unsuccessful ones (B), as indicated by the dispersion around the bisector. Similarly for the second pledge, greater clustering around the bisector takes place in
C than in D. A small random noise (5%) has been inserted to make all data points visible.
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Signaling willingness to invest in the public good rather than to
gamble early on was critical for the fate of the game. Successful
group members provided, on average, V1.92 in round 4, whereas
failing group members provided V1.25 (n = 40; P = 0.000, two-
sided MWW test). Early signals by the rich of willingness to
redistribute were decisive in the asymmetrical games. On aver-
age, rich players in successful groups contributed V3.17 in round
4, whereas they contributed V2.06 in failing groups (n = 20; P =
0.005, two-sided MWW test). Cumulative contributions by the
rich over rounds 4–6 were V9.83 in successful groups, whereas
the rich in failing groups appeared to be unwilling to commit to
early redistribution and invested only V6.67 (n = 20; P = 0.004).
The questionnaire that followed the game (SI Text) confirms

that the rich’s fairness perceptions and willingness to redistribute
were decisive for success. Being confronted with the statement
that “the rich players should contribute more during the active
rounds than the poor players,” 75% of the rich in successful
groups but only 53% of the rich in failing groups agreed with that
claim (n = 60; P = 0.071, one-sided Fisher’s exact test). There-
fore, the rich’s opinion in that question and the group’s success
are significantly correlated (n = 60; P = 0.086, Spearman’s cor-
relation test). Furthermore, subjects’ responses show a clear self-
serving bias of fairness perceptions. The acceptance of the above
claim is highly dependent on the player’s wealth (n = 120; P =
0.000, Spearman’s correlation test). In numbers, 90% of the poor
but only 62% of the rich support the claim for redistribution (n =
120; P= 0.000, one-sided Fisher’s exact test). This bias, which has
been found also in climate negotiations (22), appears to be an
important determinant for effective coordination.

Discussion
We find unambiguous evidence that the poor are not willing to
compensate for the rich’s inaction. These findings suggest that
early leadership by the richer nations, in addition to appropriate
coordination mechanisms, is instrumental to the avoidance of
disastrous climate change. Extrapolation from our results, how-
ever, should be cautious (33). Controlling CO2 emissions is a
muchmore complex task than the one of coordination on a known
threshold faced by the subjects of this experiment (3, 18). Climate
change involves considerable uncertainty, especially the prospect
of ensuing catastrophes. Many effects of global warming will be
felt gradually; they may provide valuable early warning signals but,

at the same time, worsen the free-rider problem. Climate change
also entails not only asymmetry in wealth and carbon debt but
asymmetry in adaptation capacity and risk exposure (34). Losses,
even under catastrophic climate change, will be unequally dis-
tributed depending on countries’ income or location (35). Dif-
ferent types of inequality stand to have different effects, the more
so when in concert (36). The shape of the wealth distribution may
also affect outcomes. Whereas an increase in inequality may well
enhance the incentives for the rich to contribute more, such an
increase may simultaneously reduce the incentives for the poor
(29). Future research is needed to bring more realism and com-
plexity in the collective-risk social dilemma, introducing uncertain
thresholds and gradual climate change for instance. Experimental
games may further help to explore the barriers to cooperation
and to identify promising institutions.
Nevertheless, the finding that inequality hampers coordination

and makes a coordination-promoting institution indispensable is
important. Countries can be expected to coordinate their national
efforts to reach a common goal, and communication and agree-
ment on a common fairness notion are preconditions. Success in
providing the global climate protection good is inextricably re-
lated to the willingness of the rich to take up a sizeable share of
the burden early on. Signaling commitment to contribute early
on appears decisive for coordination. Unfortunately, communi-
cation and consent are not sufficient to tackle climate change.
Societies will have to do much more to solve this global collective
action problem.

Materials and Methods
The experimental sessions were held in a computer laboratory at the Univer-
sity ofMagdeburg,Magdeburg, Germany, using undergraduate and graduate
students recruited from the general student population. In total, 240 students
participated in the experiment, 60 of whom took part in each treatment.
Subjects were seated randomly at linked computers with which they commu-
nicated their investment decisions during the game (further details and soft-
waredemonstrationareprovided in SI Text). At thebeginningof a session, a set
of written instructions was handed out. The instructions included several nu-
merical examples and control questions that tested subjects’ understanding of
the game. After reading the instructions and answering the control questions
correctly, subjects were randomly assigned to a six-person group and began
the game. The subjects did not know their fellows’ identities, but they knew
that they remained within the same group of players throughout the game.
All decisions were made under completely anonymous conditions. The game
comprised 10 rounds, with the first 3 rounds involving contributions prede-

Fig. 3. Relative share of the total contributions taken up by players with different endowments, depending on which group they belong to. (A) In successful
groups partaking of the treatments with unequal endowments (Base-Unequal and Pledge-Unequal), the rich compensated the poor by investing more in the
active rounds and equalized cumulative contributions over the entire game at approximately V20. (B) In failing groups, such wealth redistribution did not
take place to the same extent. The initial gap of V12 between the rich and poor was not fully offset because the former invested, on average, V12.83 each
over the entire game (collectively contributing ∼40% of the V93 provided), whereas the poor invested V18.17 (collectively contributing ∼60% of V93).
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termined by the software. After the 3 fixed rounds, 7 active rounds followed,
where subjects could investV0,V2, orV4 per round.After each round, subjects
were informed about individual contributions (via nicknames) and the group
contribution as well as cumulative individual contributions and cumulative
group contribution up to the current round. Subjects knew that they would
either lose their savings (what was left over after they invested a certain
amount in climate protection) with 50% probability if the total sum of in-
vestment over all rounds fell short of the V120 target or would get their
savings for sure if the total sum equaled or exceeded the target. The experi-
mental sessions lasted about 60 min, and subjects earned, on average, V17.23

in the games. Earnings were anonymously paid in cash at the end of
the session.
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